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Overview

What happened?

Why do hydrological assessment?

How was it done by Stormwater team?

Solutions!

Produce the catchment for all the culvert in GIS? Issues

Dynamic Solutions: How GIS team gave them solutions for 
dynamically creating catchment on any specified pour point. 

Benefits and Lesson Learned



The damage caused to the railway and SH1 along 
the Kaikoura coast was unprecedented in NZ
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Culvert Design Process



Culvert Design Process



What if not designed 
correctly?
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Data 
Available



Very random results…….due to flat surface



Flow Accumulation
Vs

Existing Culvert Location

Batch Processing to generate 
catchment didn’t worked L
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Dynamic Solutions….. Easier to do many iterations



• Generate Flow direction 
& Flow Accumulation 
raster

• Divide the project area 
into several smaller 

• Publish the workflow as 
GP service

• WAB GP widget…

The process
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Image here
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Generated close to 500 catchment 



Benefits
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• More than 500 catchment generated saving huge number of 
professional hours 

• Less error prone 
• Hand over process of digital data easier
• Multiple people working on the same platform, data validation 

and approval process became more structured
• Feed back process and Supervising easier



Lesson learned
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• Try the software that suits you, rather than hanging on same 
(eg. FME Vs Arcmap)

• Working with Raster – Break down the DEM into smaller 
sections (within larger catchments) to make the process faster

• Continuous feedback from the end user and seek their 
opinions



Demo……
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Thank you very much for listening…
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